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What’s happening at G. Ray Bodley High School?
Sophomores are reminded that the BOCES field trip forms must be given to Ms.
Stubbman by Tuesday, Nov. 26.
HOPE Club meets every Monday in room 119.
Future Business Leaders of America meets every Monday in room 116.
Fultonian Yearbook meets every Tuesday in room 102.
GRB Journalism Club meets Wednesdays  in room 102.

What’s for lunch?

Wait is nearly over for Hunger Games movie fans

First quarter honor roll... page 4

Quirk’s Players will be holding auditions for this year’s musical, the murder-mystery, Cur-
tains. Anyone interested in auditioning for the show or being considered for tech. crew
should sign up for an audition time with Mr. Nami in the chorus room, 104. The deadline to
sign up for auditions is Friday, November 22.

Signups underway for Quirk’s production

Today:  Thanksgiving dinner of sliced tur-
key with gravy, mashed potatoes, butter-
nut squash, cranberry sauce, dinner roll
and apple crisp with alternative of PBJ
sandwich.
Friday: Hot meatball sub with spinach,
baked beans, mixed fruit, whole fruit cup
or alternative tuna fish on wholegrain or
fish sandwich.

In case you were wondering why so many
students are in such a good mood despite
the colder weather, it’s more than just the
impending arrival of Thanksgiving and
Christmas. Many Bodleyans are excited be-
cause of the newest Hunger Games movie
release Catching Fire.
   The movie premieres nationwide at mid-
night tonight, and like the previous film, stars
Jennifer Lawrence as Katniss Everdeen, the
protagonist of The Hunger Games trilogy,
written by Suzanne Collins. For those un-
aware of what the The Hunger Games is
about, the story is a trilogy set in a dystopian
society in which heroine Everdeen takes her
sister Prim’s place in being chosen by the
demanding Capital to participate in the hun-
ger games. Essentially, the hunger games are
a fight to the death between two teenagers
from each of the 13 districts in the society.
The books include cruelty, romance, and
violence, which have made them extremely
popular among high school students.
   Many students at G. Ray Bodley High
School have been waiting for months for the
release of this movie, including senior Chris-
tine Hotaling who said that “The ending part
was such a cliffhanger and it just left you
with the two [final books] hanging. When
the books first came out, I was like ‘I’m not
even going to bother to read the books!’ I
loved the movie, I thought it was pretty in-
teresting, to be honest. I think the second
one will be better because the first movie
was so long, so the second one has to be just

as long.” Some think that Hollywood is do-
ing the same thing that Collins did when she
wrote the trilogy, that is, making the series
appear like a tragic love story rather than
one about people slaughtering each other for
survival.
   Despite positive reviews and excitement
for the movie release, count social studies
teacher Mr. McCarten as one of the many
who will not be heading to the theater this

because of the people who follow and watch
it. When I ask my students what was a good
movie they saw this weekend and they say
Twilight or The Hunger Games, I don’t lis-
ten, I get turned off. That’s just not my genre
of movie at all; I don’t like Star Wars, Star
Trek, Twilight, it’s not me. I’d really rather
bash my head into the chalkboard  than
watch Lord of the Rings and Harry Potter.
Once, I went down to Cape Cod, I was read-
ing Harry Potter, and it was talking about
wizards and wands, those are not real.”
  Collins’ books are particularly relevant now
with recent findings such as the National
Security Agency’s breadth of investigation
of and access to personal information, and
the Bradley Manning trial. As a result, Mrs.
Fiordimalva and her American history class
have analyzed The Hunger Games movie to
find any parallels within our own govern-
ment and society. Many students in the class
liked studying both the fictitious society and
America’s so much so that they are going to
see the movie next Friday evening at the
Regal Cinemas Great Northern Mall 10
Movie Theater.
  Although the enthusiasm for Catching Fire
is mixed, thousands of The Hunger Games
fans are anxious to juxtapose the movie and
the book itself. According to one lover of
The Hunger Games, “You will become emo-
tionally attached to everyone, and then ev-
eryone dies. And your life is momentarily
over.”

weekend. The globe trotter said that he was
“not even aware that a second movie was
coming out” nor was he excited. He also
added, “I’m turned off even before I see it,

50 years later: JFK remembered tomorrow in RND
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Bullying is nothing new, but has risen to new levels
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Time is running out! Only 19 school days left to order!
Order your 2014 yearbook by Friday, Dec. 20 and save $10

Pay $50 instead of $60 and save some $$
A minimum $10 down payment reserves your book at the reduced rate!

See Mr. Senecal in room 228. Order forms available in the office.

By Tessa LiVoti

Almost as long as there have been public
schools in America, bullying has been an
issue to be dealt with. Throughout the past
few decades however, it has become more
than just name calling and being a phase in
a child’s life. With the advent of social me-
dia, bullying has escalated to a point where
children and teenagers are resorting to vio-
lence both against themselves and others.
It is time to have a greater consequence to bullying than just look-
ing past it.
   A little known fact is that bullying leads to serious long term ef-
fects in a person’s life. Studies have shown that victims are more
than twice as likely to have troubles keeping a job and saving their
money. As a result most of the bullying victims have a high chance
of becoming impoverished in young adulthood. This could lead them
to be less successful in life as opposed to what might have hap-
pened if someone else had stepped in and stopped the bullying
(Mikulak). Bullied children also have increased thoughts about sui-
cide. Statistics show that adults who said they were bullied as kids
were three times more likely to have suicidal thoughts or intentions
(“Effects of Bullying”). These suicidal thoughts often lead to the
victim hanging themselves or trying to kill themselves because of
their loss of self-worth.
   Victims, specifically boys, are more likely to respond to bullying
through violence.  During the1990s, 12 out of the 15 school
shootings, an alarming 80%, occurred because the shooters had a
history of being bullied (“Effects of Bullying.”). Simply put, they
want revenge on those who bully them. One of the most famous
school shootings resulting from bullying was the Columbine shoot-
ing where two boys named Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold came
into their local high school with bombs, guns, and knives planning
to kill their peers. Twelve students, two teachers and the killers them-
selves ended up dead by the time their mayhem had ended
(Rosenberg). If someone had stepped in and more action was taken,
the lives of students and teachers could have been saved.
   Some people turn to violence as an answer to bullying. In other
cases, bullying makes a significant enough impact to affect the vic-
tims in ways that last throughout their adults lives. Studies show
that they are four times more likely to have agoraphobia, anxiety,
and panic disorders as they became adults (Copeland). Agorapho-

bia is the fear of crowded spaces and being embarrassed in crowded
places (“What Is Agoraphobia.”). Through adulthood, victims are
also more likely to develop an addiction to smoking. Bad smoking
habits could lead to different types of cancers and long term health
risks. They are also more likely to become alcoholics and have dif-
ficulties maintaining friendships and a strong, positive relationship
with their family (Copeland). All of these effects of bullying cause
serious health problems which could be avoided by intervening when
they were children.
   Social media has also played a major role in bullying, making it
almost impossible to escape. Also known as cyberbullying, this type
of harassment is considered as any form of bullying that happens
with the use of electronics such as cell phones, computers, or the
internet. One of the most recently reported cases happened in Florida.
Rebecca Sedwick, age 14, was a girl who was constantly bullied at
her school so badly that her mom decided to temporarily home
school her. After a few months, she was placed into a different school.
The bullying did not stop there, however. The group of girls who
bullied Rebecca got to her through internet use such as Facebook
messaging. The bullying became so bad that Rebecca ended up

committing suicide. Both of the girls who bullied her were arrested
and charged with aggravated stalking (Johnson). More action should
have been taken when the bullying was first reported to prevent the
loss of Rebeccaís life.
   Bullying has had a drastic impact on too many families and kids
and there should not be any more lives lost over this matter. New
York has already made a law in an attempt to reduce bullying; the
Dignity for all Students Act. Former Governor Paterson signed this
into law in June 2010. As one of the first legally blind students to
attend public school in Long Island, Paterson knew what it felt like
to be on the receiving end of bullying, so he was very supportive in
passing this law. The law states that ìno student shall be subjected
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  (continued on page 3)
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Senior polls: think about it before you write
By Emily Hyde

Quote of the day:
“Limitations live only in our minds. But if we use our

imaginations, our possibilities become limitless.”
 - Jamie Paolinetti

We must work to put
an end to bullying

to harassment by employees or students on
school property or at a school function.î It
also states that no one should be discrimi-
nated against by race, color, weight, national
origin, ethnic group, religion, disabilities,
gender, or sexual orientation (“New York -
Senate Bill S04023.”). While there should
be more laws passed in an effort to stop bul-
lying, punishments for bullies are also
needed, as well as strict enforcement of the
existing laws.
   Bullying has always been something that
a child goes through in their life that is con-
sidered a part of growing up. Recent years
and studies have shown that it has escalated
to a far more severe level. Students have
resorted to physical violence and now stud-
ies have shown that there are lasting impacts
on the victims of bullying. It is time that
everyone stood up and took notice, to pre-
vent the effects of bullying.

  (continued from page 2)

Attention seniors! The time to vote for the
yearbook senior poll has come! However,
before you vote, take a few things into con-
sideration. Do you want to vote for some-
one who expects to win, or somebody who
will be grateful to win?
   From “nerds” to the “popular kids,” high
school is filled with a number of different
social groups, with the popular kids being
the best known. With the popular kids being
the most known throughout the school, stu-
dents are more apt to vote for them in their

senior poll, even if they aren’t the best
choice. Why vote for those who expect an
award, but don’t deserve it as much as those
who are less popular?
   Before you write down the name that ev-
erybody else is writing down, take a moment
to think: Does this person deserve to win?
Will they be grateful, or have they expected
this since their freshman year?
   To me, it would be more satisfying to vote
for a student who actually deserves to win,

and never in their lives would have expected
it than to vote for someone who you are just
writing down because they are popular and
the “easy” choice.
   Take the senior poll seriously, remember
you are only a senior in high school once.

   And be sure to give them to Mr. Senecal
before the end of the day on Friday, Decem-
ber 6 because as the Fultonian advisor, he
believes in deadlines.

Release of DDR4 will double performance

Tech. talk:

DDR3 (double data rate) was released six
years ago, which started a new era for com-
puters in retrospect of ram. Crucial, a com-
pany which manufactures RAM, lists that
its DDR4 will be released in late 2013. This
means that consumers should be seeing
DDR4 by December.
   DDR4 is a drastic increase in performance
as it is up to two times faster (approximately
2.GHz) than DDR3 (approximately 1.0
GHz) at base speeds. The density of DDR4
is doubled from DDR3’s 8GB at a whop-
ping 16GB per module.
   An advantage for laptop users is that
DDR4 is 1.2v versus DDR3’s 1.5v which is
20% more efficient allowing for a longer
battery life. The major downside is that like
the transition from DDR2 to DDR3, DDR4
has a different architecture, meaning that

consumers will require new motherboards
that are compatible with it. At this time there
are no DDR4 compatible motherboards,
however with DDR4 on the verge of release
they shouldn’t be too far off. All in all DDR4
will be useful for light computer users and
heavy computer users alike as it will increase
performance time of opening programs and
how many windows you can have open.

            By Perrin Ogden

Class of 2015
SaveAround
fundraiser

is underway until
Wednesday, Dec. 4
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Honor Roll

Grade 9
Alton, Brittney Nichole
Bean, Suzan Marion
Boiko, Amber Marie
Broderick, Connor Michael
Carpenter, Alexis Marie
Caster, William
Cimino, Ethan Edward James
Cooper, Darrin Michael
Davis, Daquan
DeLong, Dylan Ellison
Dodge, Ashli G
Flynn, Michael John
Fowler, Stephanie
Gilbert, Andrew Scott
Gray-Blasczienski, Cameron
Greenier, Austin G
Hansen, Nicole Arlene
Harrington, Sydnie Taylor
Herlowski, Jeremy Scott
Hotaling, Daniel
Kearns, Karly Ann
Kinney, Nicholas Clayton
Lee, Carissa A
Mabb, Dawn Janel
Mankiewicz, Michael Saverio
Marden, Jared J
McDonald-Hackett, Austin Lee
Melton-Gould, Lane Curtis
Miller, Jarred Kent
Murphy, Deirdre Monique
Nichols, Lauren Reigh
Norton, Zoe Gabrielle
Peck II, Michael Christian
Pepper, Zachary L
Pettit, Zachary David
Phelps, Mackenzie L. K.
Poirier, Austin F
Pryor, Patricia Marie
Savich, Michael
Schleicher, Mikaela
Segouin, Rebecca Lynn
Smith, Kelsi Lynn
Stoutenger, Breanna Paige
Tallents, Sarah Grace
Trovato, Tanner
Vant, Ryan
Vasquez-Heaney, Jossmar
Michael
Verdoliva, Sabrina Ann
Walberger, Nicholas John
Waloven, Brynn
Wells, Taylor Marie

Grade 10
Alton III, Charles Raymond
Batchelor, Dylan Patrick
Beckwith, Austin William
Blake, Amanda Lynn
Bogart, Mackenzie Alese
Britton, Zachary Joseph Parks

Calkins, Mykayla Rose
Cayer, Adrian Joseph
Clarke, Cameron Michael
Cook, Madison M
DeMott, Meghan Rose
DeMott, Samuel Thomas
Denson, Kyle
DeStevens, Daniel
Duca, Julianna Rose
Eckhard, Victoria Jean Louise
Finch, Mykenzie Lynn
Gilchrist, Nathan Lawrence
Grower, Justin Charles
Hahn, Erika Lynn
Ireland, Michael Andrew
Johnson Jr., Jamie Joseph
Kauffman, Aneisia Shakara
LeVea, Jake William
Lutz, Kendyl Laura
Nelson, Mitchell
Pafumi, Kaylin Marie
Perry, Bailey Ann Marie
Perwitz, Erica
Phelps, Alesha M. L.
Pollock, Robert
Polly, Julia Rose
Raponi, Bayley
Ravesi, Christina Nicole
Roik, Garet G
Rombough, Kimberly Elizabeth
Ruckdeschel, Devon Lynn
Runeare, Victor Robert
Shepard, Jared
Simpson, Jared Michael
Smith, Antonio James
Sweeting, Elizabeth Ann
Warner, Julia Danielle
Waugh, Evan Michael
Webb, Brandon Blayne
Welch Jr., Michael Raymond
Wells, Scott Anthony

Grade 11
Bruska-Ostrander, Adam C
Buskey, Joshua Thomas
Coulon, Madison Taylor
Crast, Chlarissia M
Drake, Shelby Scott
Firenze, Katlynn Marie
Fox, Samantha Ann
Gaido, Lauren
Garcia, Emilio Carmelo
Gould, Emily Dawn
Grow, Kristopher Michael
Hall, Zeanna
Harvey, Emma
Hein, Emily Marie
Iijima, Miki
Knight, Bryce Daniel
Knopp, Chelsie
Lamie, Johnna
Laribee, Cinda Marie
Leyva Bran, Cecilia

Loomis, Makenzie Marie
Marshall, Matthew Paul
Parker, Courtney Marie
Perez, Zoe Marie
Phillips, Shania Marie
Russell, John
Sheldon, Trae William
St.Onge, Breanna
Stanski, Hannah A
Trepasso, Grace Michele
Webb, Quinn Elizabeth
Whiteman, Michaela Bea
Williams, Carly Anne
Williams, Hope Elizabeth
Williams, Margaret Marie
Willis, Jolene
Woodworth, Mitchell John

Grade 12
Abelgore, Jessica Desiree
Aldasch, Connor Douglas
Alder, Michael R
Amirzoda, Zarina
Baker-Lanning, Dominique
Miranda
Bennett, Mellissa Lynn
Blair, Montana
Burdick, Mattison Perry
Burke, Neal
Carr, Courtney Lee
Crandon, Alyssa June

Crofoot, Bradley Steven
DeSantis, Elizabeth M
Dishaw, Johnelle Frances
Fanciulli, MacKenzie
Favata Jr., Scott Matthew
Robert
Fernandes Da Silva, Fabiane
Goss, Connor Campbell
Green, Frances Arlene
Halstead, Chase Jude
Hotaling, Christine Elizabeth
LaBeef, Kirby Joseph
LaClair, Brandon
Lastra, Alexis Elaine
Lee, Julia Nicole
Miller, Samantha
Paul, Angela
Pawlewicz, Lena Jane
Pierce, Keisha Valerie
Pollock, Mark Anthony
Prent, Richard Michael
Renner, Daniel Milan
Reynoso, Paul Domingo
Rinn, Angelina May
Rose, Taylor Christine
Suphan, Jessica Brynn
Thomas, Alec Gregory
Towsley, Mitchell Daniel
Vaccaro, Jessica Noelle
Waldron, Jeffrey David

Going someplace cool? Take

with you and get your picture taken for next

year's Fultonian Yearbook feature

"Where in the world is The Raider? "

 RaiderNet
Daily

Have YOU got
something to say?

Do it in a letter to the editor!
theraider@fulton.cnyric.org

Letters policy:
While we prefer school related issues, RaierNet Daily
welcomes letters on any appropriate topic.  Letter
writers must sign their name and include their guided
study hall teacher's name for verification, or they will
not be printed.
   All letters should be given to Mr. Senecal or e-mail
to: theraider@fulton.cnyric.org
   Letters received via e-mail or on a disk in microsoft
word in text format will be given top consideration.
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Playoff races heating up as weather cools down
Jason
Mattice
Last week: 10-5
Overall: 53-32

Jimmy
Martin
Last week: 9-6

Overall: 49-36

Mr.
Senecal
Last week: 9-6
Overall: 52-33

Denver @

New England

A potential playoff
preview will cap off
Sunday’s full slate of

games and there will be a lot riding on this
one as Peyton Manning brings the Broncos
into Foxboro to face off against old nem-
esis Tom Brady. The location of any possible
rematch between these two AFC powers will
likely be in the balance as New England
cannot afford another loss is they are to
entertain any thoughts of a home field ad-
vantage should the two sides meet again.
   Manning has done it all this year in lead-
ing the record-setting Broncos offense,
throwing for 3,572 yards and 34 touchdowns
including 10 to Julius Thomas and nine to
Demaryius Thomas. He may likely be with-
out a key weapon in the Denver arsenal as
former Patriot standout Wes Welker is
doubtful for the game due to a concussion.
Peyton holds a 7-12 record all-time against
the Pats, but has won five of the last seven
including an overtime triumph last season.
   On the other side of the offense Tom
Brady’s struggles with a largely inexperi-
enced receiving corps are well documented,
but despite all of that, he just keeps on
winning. The recent return of Rob
Gronkowski has helped, and one can only
imagine that New England is fuming after
Monday’s controversial no-call in the last
moments of their 24-20 loss at Carolina.
   It’s hard to imagine the Patriots losing two
games in six days, especially with this one
being played at home. I’ve been wrong be-
fore, and I’ll be wrong again, but something
tells me that New England will be on t he
winning side when this game is said and
done.
Mr. S. says:
New Orleans
Pittsburgh
Detroit
Minnesota
Kansas City
Chicago
Carolina
Baltimore
Houston
Indianapolis
Oakland
NY Giants
New England
SanFrancisco

Denver vs.

New England

Peyton Manning and
the explosive first
ranked offense in the

NFL of the Denver Broncos travel to Gillette
Stadium to take on the struggling New En-
gland Patriots who have lost three of their
last six games. The Broncos are favored in
this game as they should; they are 9-1 with
their only loss coming in Indianapolis five
weeks ago. The Patriots are looking to stay
atop their division, trying to fight off the
Jets and the Dolphins, the Pats have
struggled in the passing game compared to
previous seasons that Tom Brady has been
quarterback.
   The NFL season only has six weeks remain-
ing so teams are starting to battle for the
division and wild card spots in the playoffs.
No teams have clinched their division but
the Seahawks are the furthest ahead in any
division. These last few weeks of the regu-
lar season are going to be the ones to watch,
some teams are out to play spoiler for play-
off contenders and others are battling for a
spot.
   The Broncos passing game led by Manning
and receiver Demaryious Thomas is first in
the league, the Broncos have four receiv-
ers who have more receiving yards than the
leader in receiving yards for the Patriots!
This game should be a high scoring one but
the Broncos should win by a decent margin.

Jason’s picks:
New Orleans
Pittsburgh
Tampa Bay
Green Bay
Kansas City
Chicago
Carolina
Baltimore
Houston
Indianapolis
Tennessee
Dallas
Denver
San Francisco

Carolina @ Miami

   A battle of two
southern teams
takes place this
week. In the past,

both these teams have not had good records
the last couple of years, but things are
changing. The Carolina Panthers are 7-3 and
sit in second place in the NFC South divi-
sion. The Miami Dolphins are 5-5 and are
tied for second in the AFC East.
   The Panthers are one of the hottest teams
now as they are on a six game win streak.
The last two weeks they beat the 49ers and
the Patriots, both powerhouse teams. Caro-
lina is led by Cam Newton who is having
another good season. Newton has 16 touch-
downs and one of the best passer ratings.
Carolinaís real strong point is their defense.
They allow the least amount of points per
game at a low 13.5 and allow less than 300
yards.
   The Dolphins are coming off a win at home
and hope to have two in a row. Despite hav-
ing the second worst offense in the league,
the Dolphins still have a .500 record. They
have some issues with Martin and Incognito
but hope to get rid of that. Ryan Tannehill
has led the Dolphins and has 14 touchdowns.
   This game could be relatively close but it
could also be a blowout. With the Panthers
having one of the best defenses I predict
them to win. Newton has also had a good
season. My prediction is Carolina 24-10.

Jimmy’s Picks:
New Orleans
Pittsburgh
Detroit
Green Bay
Kansas City
Chicago
Carolina
NY Jets
Houston
Indianapolis
Oakland
Dallas
Denver
San Francisco



Meteorology and you
By Carson Metcalf

Tonight: Tomorrow:

Former GRB student and current SUNY Oswego sophomore  Carson Metcalf is an aspiring
Meteorologist. Look for his daily weather forecasts for Fulton on RaiderNet Daily.

Today:

Cloudy with rain
showers.

33º
Average: 31º

Record: 9º (1987)

Cloudy with rain
showers.

44º
Average: 46º

Record: 71º (1953)

School of ThoughtSchool of ThoughtSchool of ThoughtSchool of ThoughtSchool of Thought

Konner MyersLiz Desantis

"Turkey." "A 24-hour salad."

What is your favorite Thanksgiving food?

Kristen Budd Mrs. Crisafulli

"Mashed potatoes."

compiled by Brandon Ladd and Steven Gillilandcompiled by Brandon Ladd and Steven Gillilandcompiled by Brandon Ladd and Steven Gillilandcompiled by Brandon Ladd and Steven Gillilandcompiled by Brandon Ladd and Steven Gilliland

"Apple Pie."

Mostly cloudy.

45º
Average: 46º

Record: 63º (1953)


